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Those of you who have been
following news of our chickens know
that we were down to only two; a
reddish-white one and a black one. Sr
Bernadette had promptly named them
Rosie and Blackie. These two
survived our very challenging winter,
and had begun laying eggs – light blue
eggs, in fact! Which was great, but
with only two chickens, we weren’t
exactly rolling in eggs. Recently our
friends Tom and Jamie Robichaud
were here to discuss some ground
work, and in the process, they noticed
our two chickens. “Would you like a
couple more?” Jamie asked. “We have
seventeen, and it’s too many.”
And so that Saturday, when
Tom came to begin work, he brought a
large cardboard box with two red and
brown laying hens in it. He went in the
pen, opened the box and voila! We
now have four chickens.
But, oh my! Rosie and
Blackie were not happy to see them!
Rosie and one of them squared off
immediately, and a few feathers flew.
For the first few days, we watched
anxiously as all four came to grips
with their new situation. Gradually
they adjusted. Gradually, perhaps
grudgingly, they finally got used to
each other. They still tend to pair off,
the two old ones, and the two new
ones (whom Sr. B named Kaitlyn and
Carla!). But now we regularly get at
least three eggs a day.
“Welcome the stranger,”
Jesus said. And we try to do just that.
But as with the chickens, there can be

a time of adjustment. We need to
adjust, and even more, the newcomer
needs to adjust.
So it was – and is! – for
Cathy, and for any who enter. But for
Cathy the adjustment is huge: she is
from Kenya, a tropical country, and
had never before seen snow. She has
never been in the States, or any
Western country. She had never been
in religious life, and we are slowly
discovering that religious life is in
some ways lived differently in the
States than in Kenya.

Cathy was due to arrive on
March 2, and had flown via Lufthansa
from Nairobi to Frankfort, on the first
leg of her journey. Unfortunately
March 2 was the day a huge nor’easter
hit New England. So her flight to
Boston was cancelled and she spent 36
hours in Frankfort airport, before
being rerouted: from Frankfort to
Chicago, then to Cleveland, and
finally to Boston, where she arrived
exhausted but still smiling, a day and a
half late!
As many of us remember,
March was a month of storms, one
after another. It was bitterly cold, and
we in Windsor had over two feet of
snow on the ground at the end of the
month. We lent her coats and boots,
but still compared to Nairobi, it was
cold and raw.
So Cathy has had a lot of
adjustments to make. So also do we.
Not as much adjusting as she, but still
we also need to adjust. So it is with
any newcomer. So it is for
newlyweds, or for a couple after the
birth of their first child. (Perhaps I
should add here, in case you’re
wondering, that Cathy’s doing well!)
All of us are constantly
making adjustments in our lives. Our
circumstances change, our jobs
change, we move, we have children,
the children grow up and leave home,
we age. Any or all of these things
mean big adjustments in our lives.
But adjusting to changes can
be hard. If the change is something we
like, it’s not so hard; but if it seems
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negative, it can be very challenging.
Sometimes the change is mixed, as for
Sr. B and myself. Welcoming new
members is a wonderful change, but
after having lived together so long, it
is hard to adjust to new people, new
viewpoints, new ideas. Perhaps it’s a
bit more challenging - at least for the
newcomers – because they need a lot
more adjusting than we do. Cathy, for
instance, is adjusting to a totally new
climate, to life in the US, to different
eating habits, different work, the
schedule of prayers, and of course,
living with the two of us. When Esther
from Indonesia was here on her tourist
visa, she had at least been in the States
a couple of times before, so the
adjustment was not so difficult. (And
note: see our story about Cathy and
Esther on p. 4 for some terrific news!)
Adjustments take patience.
They take kindness, and not rushing to
judgment. Unlike the chickens
however, we can think and pray
through our adjustments. That doesn’t
mean they are easy, nor does it mean
we’ll all do well with them. But it is a
huge help to thoughtfully reflect on
the changes, and ask God’s help to
respond positively.
We also need to pray for
discernment when we face major
changes. We reflect and ask God’s
wisdom to guide us. Is this a good
change? Should I adapt, or should I
hold firm to my former way of doing
things? How do I respond to whatever
is different, whether it is a person, a
different way of doing things, or some
other change?
Sometimes it may seem as
though all we do is adjust to changed
circumstances. We might wonder: is
there any stability in life? Is there
anything or anyone who isn’t always
changing? Even our prayer life and
our relationship to God can undergo
change. Where then can we find our
footing, our foundation?
Might the wisdom of our
Christian tradition be of help here?
We have, as St. Benedict said, ‘the
Gospel for our guide.’ When changes
happen – or even when there is no
change – our sure guide is the Gospel,
and the tradition of the Church. In the
Gospels we find the words of the Lord
to guide us; particularly in the Sermon
on the Mount. In the entire Scriptures

we can find all the wisdom and
understanding we need.
With the Gospel for our
guide, with the sacraments to nourish
us daily, we have a sure and strong
foundation, built on the rock who is
Christ. Let us always turn to the Lord
and cling to him, in all the changes of
life, knowing that he has a word for
us, a life-giving word, exact to our
situation, if only we turn to him.

PS. The chickens are doing just fine!
Sr. B’s picture courtesy of Sue Kenny

GAIL’S FUND
BENEFACTORS
February-April
Our heartfelt gratitude to the
following benefactors for their
generosity in helping us pay for our
wonderful new chapel:
Elizabeth Kobe
Dick & Sharon Marchi
Janice Mellyn
Al Parker
Drew & Emily Parker
mem Mom, Memere
Erik & Ellen Parker
Irene Siket
And special thanks to
Elizabeth Kissling, for donating for
our last three Stations of the Cross!
We still have naming opportunities on
our giving tree: a leaf may be named
for $300. Please note the photo of our
plaque, commemorating our memorial
gifts!
Additional thanks to Al
Parker and Paul Schelble for framing
and hanging this beautiful plaque,
which we’ve placed right at the
entrance, as a tribute to all those who
have so generously contributed.
Thank you all for
remembering us: we remember you
several times each day, as we pray
together in this chapel which your
generosity has brought into being.
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We are so pleased to
announce that we are doing our bit to
welcome the stranger, for in our midst
is our candidate Cathy from Nairobi,
Kenya, and soon to return to us is
Esther from Indonesia! Esther may
have already returned by the time you
read this.
Last year at this time we
asked your help in paying for the
application to be approved to receive
Cathy on what is known by Customs
and Immigration as a ‘religious
worker’ visa. Thanks to your
generosity, we applied, were
approved, and Cathy then received her
visa! This year it is Esther’s turn. So
we dug deep into our meager savings
and paid a whopping $4380 to the
attorneys and to USCIS. We have
already been approved, and Esther has
received her visa. She is currently
finalizing her affairs in Indonesia, and
will be with us soon. She was with us
for over five months last winter on a
tourist visa, so we already know and
love her! But if anyone can help us
offset the cost of bringing her here, we
would be most grateful, as that was a
huge chunk of money out of our
savings. Though for both Cathy and
Esther, money well spent! We are
indeed becoming the International
House of Prayer!

RETREATS

CATHY FROM NAIROBI,
KENYA

St Moira’s retreat house is open year
round for personal retreats. We offer a
quiet and welcoming space, and
delicious home-cooked food, with
veggies and fruits often from our
organic gardens. What a wonderful
opportunity for silence, prayer, and
relaxation! Our chapel is open daily,
and you can join us, if you wish, for
the Liturgy of the Hours. Or remain in
solitude, if you prefer. Our 68 acres of
woods, field and stream offer ample
opportunities for getting out in nature,
with a lengthy Prayer Trail winding
through the woods, and an outdoor
Stations of the Cross trail.
Our normal offering is still only
$50/person/overnight
with a one night non-refundable deposit.

Schedule your time to rest and
rejuvenate spiritually, emotionally,
and physically in a healthful,
welcoming setting.

ESTHER FROM INDONESIA

For more information or to register,
please call
207.445.8031
or email
retreats@transfigurationhermitage.org

Also
St. Moira Retreat House is available
year round for private and small group
retreats.
FMI call or email us as above
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IN KIND
DONATIONS

VOLUNTEERS
Very special thanks to Keith
Richardson and also Al Parker for
snowblowing this winter, and also to
Keith for rototilling and taking down
the snow fence. Thanks to Bob
Lamothe for numerous handyman
jobs here and for figuring out and
setting up our new drip irrigation in
the raspberries and highbush
blueberries!
Thanks to Trish Goodspeed
for providing wonderful music for our
May 5 retreat. Last but not least,
thanks again to Peggy Powis the guru
of layout for newsletters and so much
more. Thanks to all of you with all our
heart!

Thanks to Pat Shaw for many useful
items, not least the pots for our plant
sale! Thanks to Sue Kenny, to Helena
Lehane, Gunner & Deb, and all
whose names we have missed – God
knows who you are! Thank you!!!

The Message of the Psalms: A
Theological Commentary, by Walter
Brueggemann. (Minneapolis, MN:
Augsburg, 1984. Pp 206. Paperback,
ISBN 0-8066-2120-6.
Although written nearly
twenty-five years ago, Brueggemann’s
commentary remains fresh and
relevant today. Perhaps even more
relevant, as its message coincides not
only with the understanding of faith
that informed the ancient Hebrews,
not only with the message of Jesus,
but it is profoundly resonant with the
focus and message of Pope Francis.
Brueggemann’s
understanding of the Psalms cuts
across the normal categories of
historical, wisdom, praise, lament, etc.
Rather he categorizes psalms as those
of ‘orientation, disorientation, and
new orientation.’ Psalms of orientation
are songs of someone whose life is
untroubled, who has never had their
life broken apart. Psalms of
disorientation are psalms of those in
the depth of anguish, trouble, and
confusion. Psalms of new orientation
are those of someone who has come
through the disorientation to a new
outlook, a new vision of the world and
of God. With this type of approach, it
is possible to understand how the
psalms themselves conform to the

pattern of the paschal mystery: life,
suffering and death, and then
resurrection.
Of Psalm 88, the only psalm
to end in hopelessness, in the pit, in
despair, Brueggemann says: ‘What is
a psalm like that doing in our Bible?
Two things suggest themselves. First,
life is like that, and these poems
intend to speak of all of life, not just
the good parts. Here, more than
anywhere else, faith faces life as it is.
Second, we observe that this psalm is
not a psalm of mute depression. It is
still speech. It is still addressed. In the
bottom of the Pit, Israel still knows it
has to do with Yahweh. It cannot be
otherwise. …Israel must…deal with
Yahweh in the silence, in God’s blank
absence as in the saving presence.’
And what is the new
orientation? It is not only personal,
although it surely is that. Rather, it is
that the Lord ‘brings a reliable,
equitable order to creation. …there
was terror and dread. … now, there is
delight on the part of Israel.’ But, he
continues ‘the whole created
order…has been terribly skewed and
scarred by injustice. …”judgment”
means the establishment of a new
power structure and a new value
center, one characterized by right and
reliability, overcoming the fickle,
arbitrary, capricious, exploitative

social order.”
Throughout the
commentaries, he stresses the
importance of justice, social,
economic, and personal. This was
indeed the faith of Israel, where the
stranger was welcomed, where the
rights of the widow and orphan were
upheld, where judgment was meant to
favor neither the rich nor the poor, but
be impartial. This in fact is the
approach and the ethos of Pope
Francis, with his heartfelt concern of
mercy for the poor, the immigrants,
the helpless and homeless.
I found this book, with the
individual commentaries on most
though not all of the psalms, very
suitable for daily lectio. This is what I
took for lectio during Lent this year,
reading a single commentary each
day. Some are lengthier than others.
All have copious footnotes, though
after awhile I quit looking them up,
unless I was particularly curious about
something.
A wonderful book, a
wonderful way to deeply experience
the psalms. I highly recommend it.
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FEBRUARY-APRIL
Anonymous (3)
Louise Allen, mem Raymond Allen
Christine Arbour
Mr & Mrs Robert Arell
Helen Atallah
Marilyn Baer
Marian Barker
Beverly Bartosiak
Janet Bartosiak
Dan Bearce
mem wife Kate
Ellen Bilodeau
Jean Bott
mem Bill Bott
Cecile Bouffard
Toni Brann
mem Elmer Penn
Julie Brawn
mem Patrick, Carol & Steven
Pat Brisson
Ruth Calderwood
Larry Campbell
Phil & Mary Carthage
mem Bill Carthage
CCGR Women’s Book Club
Rita Crowley
Rev. Mr. Robert & Phyllis Curtis
Claire Deptula
mem Stephen & David Deptula
Peter & Rosemarie Felt
Robert G. Fuller, Jr.
Barbara Gawle
Barbara Gawle
honor of transitus of St. Benedict
Thomas Goyne
Dan & KelLee Gray
Lorraine Gregory
mem Francis Gregory
Elizabeth Harmon
mem Kathleen Harmon
Elizabeth Harmon
mem Rev. John Dougher
Nancy Iacono
mem May Goldis
Peggy Johnston
Peggy Johnston
mem Wilma Ackley
Claire Kaiser
Sue & Roy Kenny
William Kiely, Jr.
Elizabeth Kissling
Elizabeth Kissling
mem Sherry Winters

Rev. Jude Michael Krill, OFM Conv,
mem Michael A Krill &
Fr. Tom Walsh, OFM Conv
Anne P. Kuebel
Victoria Kuhn
Ron & Cynthia Kujak
Janet Kuklinski
Bob & Louise Lamothe
Helena Lehane
Lucinda Long
Ann & John MacKay
mem Rev John Feeney
Dick & Sharon Marchi
Heidi Marques
Mary & Jim McGrath
Mary Alice McLean
Phil & Claudette Michaud
Joan Moore
Catherine Moskosky
Ann Marie Noble
Austine M. O’Connor
Michelle Pasko Olivier
Ken & Pat Parker
Norman Pomerleau
Peggy Powis
Art Quinn
Carol Rice
Mr & Mrs Robert Scott
mem St. Joseph
Rev. Michael Seavey
Susan Shaw
Rev. Paul Stefanko
Emma Stephenson
mem Donald Smith
Pande & Rita Stevens
St. John Coffee Group
mem Jan Halloran-Dahl
RoseMarie & Richard Stolkner
Lynne Swanbeck
Barbara Tarvainen
Lori Thorsteinsen
Patricia Turner
Janet Van Fleet
mem Jeanette Davis
Donald & Barbara Vereault
mem Barry & Greg
Anne Marie Watson
Mariellen Whelan
Michael Will
Shawn Yardley
Audrey Yotides

Our grateful prayers and thanks are
will all of our benefactors, each and
every day. Please, if we’ve left your
name out, or misspelled it, let us
know. And special thanks to those of
you who might be mentioned only
once, but have sent donations several
times!
We also want to mention the
wonderful parishioners of the
Catholic Community of Gloucester
& Rockport, where Sr. Elizabeth has
offered retreats recently. Very special
thanks to Fr. Jim and Cliff for their
gracious hospitality, to the Women’s
Book Club, and also to so many,
many parishioners, who have reached
out to us with gifts of food and
hospitality. What a great parish!
Thank you so much!

TRANSFIGURATION
HERMITAGE
needs your generosity and
support
for continued growth.
Please use the enclosed
envelope
or visit our online shop
at
www.transfigurationhermitage.org

We also are building an endowment
fund for future growth. Please
consider remembering us in your
bequests, legacies, trusts, transfers,
gifts.
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